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Crafted by Indian artisans from
aluminum sheets, our Neeva decor
collection is meticulously hammered
to create its unique shape and
texture. These accessories features
a timeless antique brass finish.
H: 2" x W: 17" x D: 17"

A beautiful accent for your home, this
heavy, cast aluminum tray features a
natured inspired twig handle. A
simple functional accessory that’s
perfect for an ottoman or coffee
table.
H: 3" x W: 15" x D: 24"

A moonlight marvel! Trends can be
picked up but elegance is hard to
come by. This pristine piece radiates
a profound poise that instantly gives
your interiors a glow up. Go on and
flaunt this !!!
H: 2" x W: 12" x D: 12"

Beautifully handcrafted from white
marble, this can be used as a
cheeseboard or a serving tray when
your guests arrive next time your
home.
H: 2" x W: 8" x D: 12"

Elegant candle holders in black
lacquer finish will be an attraction on
any corner in your living room or over
the dining table for candle light
dinners. 
H: 8" x W: 3" x D: 3"

Animal lovers rejoice with these
seasonal friends that can lounge
around your house and serve as
adorable holiday critters.
H: 13" x W: 4" x D: 8"

Beautifully handcrafted these candle
holders add elegance to any decor.
Add a tinch of gold to anything by
placing them on any furniture piece.
H: 10" x W: 3" x D: 3"

Accented with large loop handles, the
generously proportioned Feast bowl
offers bounteous servings.
Handcrafted of iron, each bowl has a
rustic hammered surface that’s been
polished beautifully.
H: 5" x W: 14" x D: 12"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Artisanal is a home decor company. Home décor should be sustainably sourced, lovingly made, and built to last. Today, we partner with artisans
in India who share our vision, creating beautiful, heirloom-quality pieces that can be used—and loved—for generations.

HI-RES IMAGES AVAILABLE
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